Title: OPTO-ELECTRICAL DEVICES WITH ELECTRODE INCORPORATING METAL NANOWIRES

Abstract: The present disclosure relates to OLED and PV devices including transparent electrodes that are formed of conductive nanostructures and methods of improving light out-coupling in OLED and input-coupling in PV devices.
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1. claims: 1-7 (partially)

Optical stack comprising a substrate, a layer having a refractive index, an electrode of a nanostructure layer with metal nanostructures, an organic stack, another electrode

1.1. claims: 5-7 (partially)

In this optical stack, the layer having the refractive index is optional (a claimed energy density defined by a non-claimed structure without a nanostructure layer is ignored)
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2. claims: 8, 9

A top emitting OLED with a nanostructure layer electrode on an organic stack

---

3. claims: 10, 11

Forming on a stack comprising a substrate, a cathode and an organic stack a nanostructure layer by a transfer film carrying the nanostructure layer

---

4. claims: 12, 13

Forming a nanostructure layer by forming nanostructures on a release liner and forming a matrix on the nanostructures; transferring this layer by a transfer film from the release liner onto an optical stack

---

5. claims: 14-17

Forming a matrix on a release liner, depositing nanostructures on the matrix, relaying the matrix, pressing the nanostructures into the relaided matrix by "the transfer film" (this film is not defined before, so claim 14 seems to lack features required for a meaningful search)

---

6. claims: 18-20

OLED with a metal film on an organic film and nanostructures disposed on the interface between these films

---

7. claims: 21, 22

OLED with a metal film on an organic stack and
nanostructures on top of the metal film (i.e. not at the interface with the organic stack)

---

8. claims: 23-30

OLED with substrate, antireflective layer thereon, electrode thereon, organic stack thereon, electrode thereon, organic stack has organic light emitting material, charge injection layer, hole injection layer

---

9. claims: 31-34

Photovoltaic cell with light scattering particles on substrate surface and electrode formed on the particles and having conductive nanostructures

---

10. claims: 35-41

OLED with organic stack between a lower and an upper electrode and with substrate through which light generated can exit, a layer between the lower electrode and the substrate having a refractive index being the same or higher than that of the organic stack
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